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Lucca’s  prosperity in the early decades of the fifteenth century derived largely
fromthe sale of such mercery as ribbons, buttons, and  leather  work, sup-
plemented by the infinitely more  valuable silk  cloth and brocade, often
fashioned into luxurious dress and  hats  for the nobility: remember in theory
sumptuary laws  — if not consistently enforced — dictated  that  the dress and
display worn conformed to the  individual’s  rank.l By the  14305  Lucca  had
developed the manufacture of wool cloth as a counter to over-dependence on
silk. There was an awareness that Lucchese exports were more  costly than the
products of its larger neighbour, Florence, and that Lucca, a  small  state, inevi-
tably relied on importing raw materials for its manufactures.2 Expensive  luxury
goods produced in Lucca were primatily for sale at foreign  courts beyond the
Italian peninsula, notably those  of France, Burgundy and England, where they
were highly esteemed for their quality and artistic  design.  Sale inevitably
involved monarchs, princes and nobles, and as the sumsdisbursed were con-
siderable they often required credit, with bankers as intermediaries. In conse-
quence  a Lucchese merchant  family selling expensive items abroad might either
ensure  that  some family members went into banking, or that the merchant
family formed a partnership with one predominantly in banking, perhaps
strengthened by marriage alliances between two families. Over time it became
normal for  a  family of Lucca to have agents resident in one or more of the
prime centres renowned in Western Christendom for the sale of luxury goods:
above all Venice, Paris, Bruges and London; in the early decades of the fifteenth

'  The original  footnotes  of this  paper  have been extensively reduced by the Editor. I
am  much  indebted to  Professor  M.E.  Bratchel  of the University of Witwatersrand for his help
regarding the Gigli covered by this  paper.  Mercery as defined in this period: Sutton, ‘Mercery,
11305-a1500’, see Bibliography, under  1997. Lucchese  trade  in the early fifteenth  century:
M.E Bratchel, Lucca  1430—1494:  771:  Rmmtrmtian qfan  Italian  C'iy—qblit, Oxford 1995,

pp. 139-40, 146—47; C. Kovesi Killerby, Sumtmy Law in  Itab, Oxford  2002;  A. Hunt, Gal/em-
ame of the  Cumming Pam'anrA I-Iixtoy qfthe  SumpMay Law, Basingstoke  1996; and references
in CH. Clough, ‘Chivalry and Magnificence in the Golden Age of the Italian Renaissance',

in Chive/y in the  Renaiuam'e, ed. S.  Anglo, Woodbn'dge 1990, p. 36, n. 38.

2  Bratchel, Lucca, pp.  151—58; fully in ME.  Bratchel, ‘The  silk industry in  Lucca  in the
fifteenth century’, in  Temim e  Sadetzi  nell’ Italia  dei  mali XII-XVI.  .  . (Conference papers),
Pistoia 1987, pp.  173—90.
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century Bruges was seen as epitomising world economy with its range of exotic
commodities for sale.3 Usually the agents  were  expatriate family members who
cultivated  acquaintance with potential clients and with  those  frequenters of
court likely to be alert to prospective customers, and able to provide the
partnership with reliable topical news of political circumstance: say a  change
of government, or an impending war, as such events could be catastrophic
for  negotiating a  costly sale, or for a debt recovery. Newsletters  circulated
between the agents of a partnership in the main centres, providing current
information on the  trading situation.4 -

In each of the main continental centres expatriate Lucchese formed  a
brotherhood, or  guild, for the mutualbenefit and protection of its members.
Most contemporary guilds aimed at keeping the foreigner  out; those Lucchese
brotherhoods abroad were to provide solidarity for Lucchese trading and  living
in  a  hostile foreign environment. The concept was probably less unusual than
may be supposed among traders of  a particular  community: one thinksof
expatriate  English in Rome in the later middle ages, with  their  hospices to
protect English visitors from  exploitation, and  links  to London merchants for
the  bulk  purchase of devotional mementoes to be sold by the English expatri-
ates, and for trading in coveted English wool.5 In the case of the Lucchese
brotherhood in Bruges, which dated from 1369  (that  of the English in Rome
was established in 1362), it was obligatory for every male  Lucchese  expatriate
on taking residence to become  a  member, and each had voting rights from
the age of fourteen. Expatriates thereby gained trading protection through
association, as well as  contact  with other Lucchese and  retained  the cultural

heritage with which they were familiar. They maintained  a  religious fraternity
with devotion to the  Volta  Santa, Lucca’s famouswooden carving of Christ
crucified: worship was in the  Augustinian  church of Bruges, where  a chapel
was dedicated for their  use.  The closely akin brotherhoodsin the other main
continental  centres formed an interconnected network for Lucchese merchants
as they travelled.‘

Members of a brotherhood remained in close touch with their families in
Lucca, the centre of the network, at the heart of the state’s  trade  and prosperity.
Family ties and bonds of friendship remained paramount, constantly strength-
ened by marriages within its merchant families; seemingly only very exception-

3  Banking: Bratchel, Luna, pp.  159—60; centres  of  commerce:  pp.  161—68; Paris: L.

Mirot, ‘Etudes  Lucquoises’, Bibliotbe‘que dc  I'Emle  dc:  charm, vol. 85 (1927), pp.  50—86.
Bruges: W.  Childs, ‘Commerce and  Trade’, in Me New  Cambridge  Medieval  I-Iistoy, vol. 7,

c.1415-a1500, ed. C. Allmand, Cambridge  1998, ch. 7, p.  148.

4  Agents: Bratchel, Lam, pp.  161-64; newsletters:  below, at nn.  24—28.
5  M. Harvey, Th Eng/id; in  Rome, 1362— 1420:  Portrait  qfan  amlriate  Cnmmtmiy, Cam-

bridge  1999; review: The  Rimrdian, vol. 12 (2000—02), pp. 249—52.

6  L.  Seidel,]an  van ck’:  Amolfini Portrait  Static:  afar: Iron, Cambridge 1993, pp.  77—78;
more general, C.  Dab], Trade, Trmt, and Nebuarkx  Commercial  Cultum  in  Late  Medieval  Ital},

Lund 1998, pp. 54, 79.
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ally was  a native  woman of the region chosen as bride] Obviously an expatriate
might die abroad, but the  intention  of virtually all was to retire to  Lucca; they
appear to have sent profit from  their  trade home for investment in property
and land. Wealth accumulated in Lucca brought the family prestige, enhancing
its influence in government.  A  family’s standing and wealth were visibly dis-
played by its substantial palazzo, and enabled  rich  dowries to be provided,
ensuring daughters married into families of comparable rank. Suchmarriages,
as mentioned, were  fundamental  for trading associations or partnerships.  A
family’s  standing and wealth were significant factors, too, in attaining richly
endowed ecclesiastical positions in  Lucca  and its state, the first step for  a
Lucchese, usually, to higher office in the  Church.  Obviously some profit from
trade returned to Lucca in the normal way of business by the acquisition there
of further  stock of  luxury goods for sale abroad. Supposedly as the  fifteenth
century progressed and  Lucca’s  woollen industry matured, Lucchese agents in
England sought to purchase wool there for  shipment home, where it was made
into best quality cloth: one among various  examples of two-way trafficbetween
Lucca  and its centre of trade abroad.8

Such is the background for appreciating the attitude of a Lucchese expatri-
ate, who consciously sought  not to be integrated into the foreign community
Where he traded. Even so something more  than a  symbiotic  relationship could
develop. To stimulate  still  further Dr Anne  Sutton’s interest in  this  period she
has  made  her own, an attempt here is made to  illustrate  such an  exceptional
situation with the case study of  three  expatriate Lucchese of the Gigli family,
in the  context  of England in the fifteenth and early sixteenth  centuries. Unsur-
prisingly the Gigli in question did not marry into  English families (two never
married), or seek permanent  residence  in England, though one certainly found
it advantageous to become  a  denizen, and the other two (though there is no
documentary testimony extant) presumably did, to trade or to hold English
benefices. Two of  them  were fortunate in  having a  professional training much
in demand in England, ensuring state office and church beneflces. During the
fifteenth century Italian Renaissance concepts became ever more dominant in
diplomacy within  Western  Christendom.  A  requisite was the capacity to declaim
apt  orations  in classical Latin modelled on the  rhetoric  of Antiquity, as learnt
by those following humanistic courses — the  Studia  bumanitatz': — at  universities
on the Italian peninsula. Comparadvely few Englishmen had  such  professional
skill, so in favourable circumstances there could be vacancies for dedicated
Italians.9 The present study illustrates how  this  fortuitous  situation  was
exploited by two expatriate Gigli of Lucca.

7  Family fies:  Bratchel, Lima, pp.  164—68; Dahl, Trade, pp.  274—75.

3 Bratchel, Lam, pp.  164—68; Dahl, Trade, p. 79. England’s  export  of wool decreased

and  that  of finished  cloth  increased, ].H.A.  Munro,  Wool,  Cloth  and  Gold,  Toronto 1972,

esp. pp. 1—9.
9  CH. Clough, ‘Late fifteenth-century English  monarchs subject to Italian  Renaissance

influence’, in  England  and the  Continent in the  Middle  Ages' Studie: in  Memoy qndrvw Martindale,
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It is to be emphasised  that  what follows, hopefully an original contribution,
certainly is not definitive.  Archival  and documentary material existing in Eng-
land  has been examined in  some  depth; that on the Italian  peninsula, notably
the Gigli papers at Lucca and  allied  documents in the  Vatican  Archives, has
been merely skimmed; that  relating to Bruges, such  as is un'lised, derives from
a  few published sources. However, what has been gleaned in Lucca does appear
generally reliable, as it is  a compilation  dated 1618, made by one of the family,
based on Gigli papers (some now lost).10 A  very brief  notice  of Giovanni Gigli
was written in 1510 by Pietro Griffo of  Pisa, who  then  was  a  papal  nuncio  in
England, perhaps  drawing on oral tradition.“

On the night of 14 August  1430  a  band  of disaffected Lucchese nobles
captured Paolo Guinigi, who in his capacity as  ‘Captajn  and Defender of the
People’ had ruled Lucca  automatically since  1400.12 Two days later, at  a parla-
mento of ninety-seven  citizens  representing the city’s prominent families, repub-
lican government was re-insu'tuted. At  this  assembly the Gigli representative
was Nicolao, son of  Antonio, then the family’s head in Lucca; Nicolao’s uncle,

Piero, was living in self-imposed exile in Bruges to escape from Guinigi’s
tyranny.13 It is with  Piero’s  son, Carlo, that  the case-studies of  this  paper
commence.

Carlo was born probably in the early years of the fifteenth century, perhaps
the  eldest  son of Piero Gigli and his wife, Conchiara Fatinefli, daughter of

ed. J. Mitchell and M.  Moran, Harlaxton  Medieval Studies VIII, Stamford  2000,

pp. 298-317.
'° The only conference on  Lucca  and its  continental  context known  to me does not

cover England, Lima  9  l'Eumpea  deg/i Aflan': Sew/i XV-XVII, ed. R.  Mazzei  and T. Fanfani,
Lucca  1990.  The compilation:  Lucca, Biblioteca  Statale  MS  1008, M. Gigli, ‘Descrizione

della famiglia dei Gigli copiata da una fatta a me  Martino  di Niccolé di  Martino  Gigli i1
1618'.  Catlo’s  libm  di  negotii  (lost): 11. 16, below. MS  1113, G.V.  Batoni, ‘Notizie genealogiche

dellc famiglie lucchesi’ (18"‘ c.).  I  am  much  indebted to Prof. Emilio  Michclucci, Director
of the Library, for his  most  kind  assistance.

"  Griffo arrived in England in Nov. 1506, D.  Hay, ‘Pietro  Griffo, an Italian in England,
1506—1512’, Italian  Smdiex, vol.  2  (1939), pp. 118—28; Contemorarie: nfEmrmuL'A  Biographical
Regina, ed. P.G. Bietenholz and TB.  Deutscher, 3  vols, Toronto 1985—87  (hereafter

Cantemparafie: ofEramm), P.G.  Bietenholz, in vol. 2, pp.  131—32.  Griffo’s  oration  on  arrival
in England was printed by Wynkyn de Worde in 1506, D.R.  Carlson, Eng/13b  Humanist
Bankr, Toronto 1993, p.  136, fig. 26. His ‘De  officio collectoris  in cno Angliae’ is in

Vatican City, Vatican  Library MS Ottobon. lat.  2948, see f. 36 for the passage regarding
Giovanni, printed R. Weiss, 'Lineamenti di una  biografia  di Giovanni Gigli, collettore

papale in Inghiltem  e  vescovo di  Worcester (1434—1498)’, Riuixta di  :ton'n  delln  China  in
Italia, vol. 1 (1947), p. 390; a  copy in BL MS Add.  15386.  P. Griffo, 11 ‘De  ofia‘a mllettionis’,
ed. M.  Monaco, Rome  1973, pp. 317—19, for Gigli.

'2 F. Ragone, ‘Paolo Guinigi, i  suoi  collaboratori  .  .  .’, Mamas: Rirta  di  .mldi  umanixlid,
vol. 1, Lucca 1994, pp.  11—24; Bratchel, Lima, pp. 2, 87.

'3 Ibid, pp.  296—97, App., ‘The  parlammto  of 16  August  1430’ (Lucca, Archivio  di  Stato,
‘Riformagioni Pubbliche’, vol. 14, ff. 21—22). Piero Gigli in Bruges: Gigli, ‘Descrizione’,
f. 19v.
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Bartolomeo, their marriage being about  1398.14 Carlo’s grandfather Fatinelli
was described as  a silk  merchant, and was of the standing to be the family’s
representative at the  par/manta  of 1430.15 All the seventeenth-century family
historian could report of  Carla’s education  was that it was  classical  and  that
he could write  good Latin, perhaps implying a  university training.  He was said
to be on friendly terms with Pope Nicholas  V  (1447—55), who in  1446  had
sent him  a  privilege to  that  effect. It is possible they were  fellow-students
when Tommaso Patentuccelli, as he then was, read law at Bologna, a specu-
lation  supported by the  fact that  this university was chosen for Giovanni,
Carlo’s son.“s Presumably by 1430 Carlo had married Camilla Cagnoli of Lucca,
as by that year they were  living in Flanders, probably in Bruges, where Carlo’s
father, Piero, lived  until  his death in  1432, and where he was buried. It was
in Bruges  about  1434  that  Giovanni, the couple’s only child, was born.17

From the beginning of  Carlo’s  trading ventures in Flanders the  sums
involved  were  notable, testimony that  he  sold luxury items. In Bruges Carlo
had some  contact  with Duke Philip of Burgundy, presumably on commercial
matters, as in  1433  the duke granted him  a  trading concession.m Unsurprisingly,
given Piero’s transference abroad, not only Carlo but other sons were expatriate
merchants: Francesco, Andrea and Filippo in Bruges, Girolamo in Paris; ser
Nicolao, Carlo’s younger brother, lived in Bruges, but visited London to sell
silk on commission there fromabout  1445  to January 1449.19 Certainly by
early 1461  Carlo was in London, possibly a  resident of some  standing, and he
was in England in October 1464.20 The move  could  have had commercial
advantages, with the family network covering more evenly the  three  principal
trading centres for luxury goods  beyond the  Italian  peninsula itself. Assuming
Carlo made the move, it remains unknownwhen, and that it was in  Giovanni’s
early youth is unsubstantiated.” Family papers existing in the seventeenth
century testified that Carlo had correspondence with court officials of Henry

“  Baroni, ‘Notizie’, pp.  942—43; ‘Gigli’, genealogical table.
'5 Bratchel, Lam, p. 139, n. 44, and App., p. 297.
'° Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f.  19v:  fu  buomo  di  buane  lefim, . . .  bebbe amidtia  di prim'yi grand!)

mm:  .  . .  di  P.P.  Mao/an  V, alli  qua/i  .rm'm  diume  lama, tbs  50'10 ngixtrate  in mm  dentin  1m 1140

Iibm  di negoty'f, the privilege: f. 20; a  Latin  letter  of Carlo: n. 27, below. Patentuccelli at
Bologna: J.N.D. Kelly, R: Oag’ord Ditlipnay ofPojm, Oxford 1986, p.  244.

'7 Camilla: Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f. 20; Flanders: 1".  19V, Piero: ff. 19v, 20. Griffo, De

ofia'o, states: [Giovanni] natm  tar/Jen Bmgi: opida Flandriae; his date of birth and  death: Weiss,
‘Lineamenti’, p.  379.

'8 Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, ff.  19v, 20.

'9 Ibid, ff.  22v, 22; Nicolao in London: below, at n. 102.
an Below, at nn. 24 and 28.  '
2' Griffo, De qfl'iaio, stated of Giovanni: ind:  edumtm  in  Anglia  npud Oxonietm  Gimnasium,

Anglomm  lingual» a! mom  optima  talluit.  Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p. 380, concluded  this  was
when Giovanni was  a  youth (era  aurora  anaigiouam), hence the  14405.  This  is followed by
A.V.  Antonovics  in  Dizionan'o biografito deg/i italiani, Rome 1960— .  . .[in progress] vol. 54,
p.  675.
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VI, presumably on commercial  matters.  In February 1451  Carlo, then  in
London, was granted  a  safe-conduct in the  king’s  name, which suggests  that
until then he was not  a  resident; thereafter  he may have continued  to reside
in England, while Nicolao had returned to Lucca by August 1452, and his
political career there can be charted from1453.22

Perhaps  in the early 14405  and prior to leaving Bruges, Carlo had helped
a  young Venetian, Marco Barbo (born 1420), a  son of the Patrician  Marine.  The
youth’s desired vocation was an ecclesiastical career, but family interests deter-
mined  that  he was sent as a merchant to Flanders, where he went bankrupt. Carlo
on learning this  wrote to his friend Parentuccelli, then at the curia, suggesting
that  he might be able to find Barbo a post. This was  done  at  Carlo’s recommenda-
tion; when in  1446  Parentuccelli, then  a cardinal, wrote to Carlo, he thanked him
for sending Barbo, as he was proving outstanding in papal service}3 As will be
seen, Barbo’s sense of indebtedness to Carlo was  a  determining factor  in
advancing the ecclesiastical career of Giovanni, Catlo’s son.

In early 1461  Carlo was in London writing of the civil war in  England  in
newsletters, several of which are extant. Three, dated  14, 19, and 22 February,
were addressed to Michele  Arnolfini, who was the younger son of Arrigo,
another well-established Lucchese expatriate family in Bruges." Michele’s
cousin was Giovanni, son of  Nicolao, whose portrait with his second wife

dated  1434, painted byJan van Eyck, is now one of the treasures of the National
Gallery, London.25 In the newsletters political developments in England were
outlined, supposedly to suggest how trade could be affected. On 23 February
Angelo, perhaps  Michele’s  illegitimate son, likewise in Bruges, wrote on the
same theme to an  unnamed Italian, perhaps the bishop of Temi, who had
been sent by the pope to arbitrate between the warring factions in England.”5
Certainly a  letter fromMichele, dated 9  March, addressed to the bishop,
mentioned Carlo, indicating Michele was aware of  Carlo’s  correspondence with
him.On 19 February Carlo had indeed informed the bishop of the deteriorating
situation  in England.”

2’ Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p.  380, n. 9; Nicolao  back  in  Lucca:  below at n. 102.

7" Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f. 19v. Barbe: M.L. King, Venetian Humanirm in an Age qahician

Dominante, Princeton 1986, pp.  327—28.
7" AB. Hinds, Calendar  of State  Paper:  and  Manuxmjbt: Emling in the Ambit/a: and  Collection:

ofMilan, vol. 1, 1365- 1618, RS, London  1913, nos  63—65, pp.  48—51;  it is not clear whether

they were  all calendared fromCarlo’s  letters, or fromAngelo Arnolfini’s. Arnolfini’s: Seidel,
Portrait, pp. 79, 177; L. Campbell, I?»  Efiemth-Cmtugy Netbarlandflb  Paintingr National  Galley

Catalagtm, London 1998, p.  192, for the  genealogy.
1‘ Campbell, ibial, pp.  193—98, convincingly rejects  the  couple  as  portraying Giovanni,

son of Arrigo, and his wife, Giovanna Cemani (as in Seidel, Portrait) since they married
only in  1447.

2‘ Hinds, State Paper: [Mi/an, no. 66, p. 51. Bishop of Temi: Scofield, Edward, vol. 1,

index, p. 503, Coppini, Francesco.

27 Hinds, .S'tate Papm Milan, no. 72, p. 56; no. 68, pp.  52—53.
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A  newsletter, dated 5 October  1464, tenuous in its information about

Carlo, at least indicates he was then in England, and provides another glimpse
of how the political situation could be disastrous for commercial interests.
This  letter sent from Bruges was written by an Italian to an unidentified
addressee in  Milan; a  casual mention of Carlo Gigli in the  letter  suggests the
recipient was an expatriate Lucchese. The information in the letter originated
with  Venetian  merchants, who had recently left England for the Low Countries.

Of interest to them and to the writer in Bruges was the plague in London,
and  a  council at Reading, which commenced in September and touched on a
new debased  coinage  of Edward IV; the Venetians did not know whether
Gigli or the earl of Warwick had attended.28 England’s own cloth trade had
significantly expanded during the  fifteenth  century, with serious consequences
for the Low Countries, notably Bruges. On several  occasions Duke  Philip had
prohibited the sale of English cloth and wool-yarn in his territories and even
prevented the  transit  of  either  across them.  A  trade war developed, which
proved so detrimental to the cities of the Low Countries  that Duke Philip was
forced to revoke the protection against English wool.29

Even so in  1464 there  remained in force an English retaliatory measure

imposed against the  duke’s  protection by the English parliament, whereby raw
wool was not to be exported from England, or imported into it, by foreign
merchants  — one can appreciate why becoming a denizen  could  be advantageous

— and all payment received for export was to be in gold or  silver  bullion. The
cities of the Low Countries remained particularly affected and had appealed
to Duke Philip to take remedial action when the commercial treaty between
England and Burgundy expired on 1 November  1464.  The  future  of trade was
made more uncertain because in  1464  Edward IV had asserted his  rights  to
the French throne, and threatened to recover  those  continental territories lost

by Henry VI in 1453.  Such  circumstances explain why Carlo  was  sending

newsletters to expatriate Lucchese and others in Bruges in  1461  and why in
1464  he may have attended the council at Reading.30

Despite the  claim that  Edward IV’s court culture became strongly influ-
enced by that  of Burgundy following the  Yorkists’ short period of  exile  there
in  1471, Carlo Gigli appears to have become deterred by the uncertainty of

trading prospects in England, leaving for Bruges.31 When Carlo left is uncertain,
but apparently after  1464. Duke  Philip’s death in  1467  may have  been the

factor  that  permitted the move, given that there was  a  quarrel between the

2° Ibid, no.  137, p. 113.

29 Munro, Wool; Scofield, Edward, vol. 1, p. 357.

3° Ibid, vol. 1, pp.  357—58; on 26  Oct.  1464  Philip issued the prohibition. Edward IV

and France: B.P. Wolffe, Hwy VI, London  1981, p.  339.

3’ C.A._]. Armstrong’s  claim: M.  Vale, ‘An  Anglo-Burgundian  nobleman and art  patron,

Louis de Bruges’, in  England  and the Low  Countries in the Late  Middle  Ages, ed. C. Barronand

N.  Saul, Suoud  1995, p. 116.
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Fig. 1. Sixteenth—century portrait in oils of Gioxanni Gigli, ChLI‘Ch  of S. Michele in

Foro, Lucca, perhaps taken from his tomb effigy in the church of St Thomas of
Canterbury, English Hospice in Rome. The pa:nted inscription was not from this

latter source, as it errs in referring to Giovanni's service for both Henry VII and

Henry VIII; probably this passage should have  "Jee1  0n Silvestro’s portrait (fig. 2).

two, which mav have pmvoked Giuli 5mm c :0 Enalimcl \cms before."2 It was
in Bruges Carlo d1cd and was buried with ltis  Y  ther. ‘ It  seems  to me that

Buroundian influence on the E‘ 112111511 €0e vas rot negligblc in Henry VI  8
reign and that  147]  was less of  a  watctsli 611 than has been supposed

i CflfCCl of Gim 213111, Carlo  s  0111} 5011. 22m )6  much  more fully detailed

than that of his father. [ts fascination is in the Iiglit it throwson the €V'Cr1tual

absorption of thC son of 2m expatriate Luc:hcsc merchant into the affairs of

the English church and  state.  As mentioned already, Giovanni was born about

1434  in Bruges. Probably from infancy hc was recognized as very intelligent,

so from the age of  about  six he was likely to have had  a  private tutorfor

instruction in the Latin curricuhlm of the find/(1 Lyman/Minx already by 1440

recognized as the way to high office in  church  and  state  on the Italian penini

sula.“ It is probable that in early youthGitwanni went to  LJCCQI to stay with

(Sivli Dascrlzionc f. 2t).

III/d.

M  Sec 0. 11, above: M. Creighton, "The Italian l-lshops x>f'\’\'"()rccst;1", in his  H/y/orim/

LJ‘Jz/yx  (ll/l/  RHV'HILV, Cd. L. (lreighmn, London  '1 ()UL’, 717. 2( 5710; M. Crcighron, in DAY},

vol. 21, p. 311; Weiss, ‘Linenmcntifl pp. 379—91; Emdtrn, Cy‘brd, pp. "64—65; U. Bittins,

Dm‘ Dav/ka/Jifw/ mu [Jam [22/ 15 mm’ 76. _/a/Ir[7/mr/vr/, Hatkfirt 1992, pp. 229—31; Diva/[arm

/2/qgmfiz‘o, vol. 54, pp. 674—76. Y/I/r/m lz/mmm'mflr. (310L191 ‘Iijglish monarchs’, pp. 3007

Giovanni’s Latin and Greek:  C  iyli, Dcscrizionc’, f li).
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relatives, it being likely (as was typical for  a  patrician boy on the Italian
peninsula) that he received the tonsure and was ordained acolyte; thereby he
had the right to hold ecclesiastical  lands  and give effect to family rights  of
church presentation, and was well-placed  should  a caxeer in the churchbe
decided upon; in  Giovanni’s  case  Lucca  rather than Bruges would have been
the more fitting location  for this ceremony.35 In any event by the age of
fifteen  Giovanni was on the  Italian  peninsula, commencing studies at Bologna,

probably taking courses of the  Studia  humanitatix, which included Latin and
classical  Greek, and probably law. Seemingly he studied at Oxfordin the early
14505  (when his father was in London), prior to attending Ferrara University,

where he acquired  a  doctorate in civil law.36 On  21—22  December  1466  he
was orally examined at the Studio of Lucca by its College of doctors of law,
and awarded  a  doctorate in canon law, thereby becoming doctor in  utroque iune.
At Lucca he passed so highly that immediately the College invited him to
become  a  member; intermittently between 28 December  1466  and 19 October

1476  he either presented, or examined, candidates for law doctorates at Lucca.”
It is likely that by the late  14505  Giovanni was employed in the papal

curia, probably through the good offices of  a  family friend, Giacomo da  Lucca,
then secretary to pope  Pius  II (Enea Silvio Piccolomini).33 By the time of his
oral examination at  Lucca  in 1466, or shortly after, he had become one of the

familia  of Marco Barbo, Bishop of Vicenza, who in  1467  was created Cardinal
of San Marco; Marco had been helped by Carlo Gigli when in the Low
Countries some twenty-five years earlier and repaid his debt to the son.39 Be
it alsonoted  that  Barbo was highly favoured in his turn by his  relative, the
Venetian patrician Pietro Barbo, elected in  1464  as  Pope  Paul II. Cardinal
Marco Barbo was  sent by the pope to several  states  of Eastern Christendom in
an effort to promote solidarity with the  West  in the face of  Turkish expansion;
Giovanni  Gigli was chosen to accompany the cardinal on the mission to
Hungary.40 For his loyal service Giovanni was rewarded in  1470  by the cardinal

with the appointment (hence revenues) as abbot of Cantignano. Moreover it

’5 While no  record  remains for  Giovanni, there  is for  Silvestro  and his  brothers, below,

at n. 97.
3‘ Bologna: Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f. 20; Oxford: Griffo, quoted n. 21, above, and in  a

letter  to  Oxford  University, 27  April 1490, Gigli described himself: qui me  membrum, quamw':

firtam minu:  dignum, alme  illim  Unit/erxitati: em  tognom.  Emden, Oxford, p. 764.  I  am indebted

to Dr A.B.  Cobban  for  clarification  on Gigli’s likely Oxford studies. Perm:  Bitu'ns,
Domkapitel, p.  230.

’7 J. Davies, ‘A paper university? The  Studio  Uta/me  1369—1487’, Hiking qftbe  Uniumitiex,

vol. 15 (1997—98), p.  279; I  am indebted to D: Davies for elucidating Gigli’s Lucca

doctorate; comp. Gigli, 'Descrizione’, f. 20: etfil  ndoltorato nel  Collegia di Luau  I’amzo. .  .  [sic]

nella  qua]  finctione Ii  pofio‘ ”Io/ta  belle, ando‘ poi  a  .rervitio del  Cardinale  di San  Marm’; Bim'ns,
Danikapitel, p. 320.

3' Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f. 19v:  Hebbe [Carla] amidtia can jamma  dc Lam.
3” Ibid, f. 20; above, at n. 23.

‘° livid, f. 20v.
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was the cardinal’s solicitations to the pope that resulted in Gigli being sent to
England: on 1April 1476  the pope appointed him collector of  Peter’s  Pence
and papal nuncio in England.41

It is not  known  precisely when Gigli reached England; on 19 October
1476  he was in Lucca; faculties for him as  nuncio  were dated only 28 February
1477.  On 10  April 1477  he was in London, in correspondence with the human-
ist  scholar  William Sellyng, who some twenty years earlier had studied Greek
at Bologna and  taken  a  doctorate in theology. In  1477  Sellyng, a Benedictine,
was the mitred prior of Christ  Church, Canterbury, and his  path  may have
crossed with Gigli’s at Oxfordin the  14505, and  again  in Rome, as he visited
the curia in  1466  and again in 1468.42 On 24 October  1477  Gigli was presented
to an English benefice, as will be seen, and on 12 December  1477  he obtained
papers as  a  denizen, essential for holding any English ecclesiastical or state
office; this so  soon  after his arrival suggests he enjoyed royal favour.43 More-
over, Gigli’s activities in England sufficiently impressed the pope for him in
1478 to extend his jurisdiction to comprise also Wales.44 Already he had
resolved an acrimonious dispute between the papal treasury and John Same,
the Benedictine abbot of Abingdon. Apparently the matter concerned payments
submitted by Same, received as his responsibility for the extension to England
of the Jubilee Indulgence of Rome of 1475, probably authorised by Sixtus  IV
in the summer of  1476, and certainly issued before 13 December 1476. The
money was intended by the pope to fund a Christian  fleet  to  halt Turkish
advances in the eastern Mediterranean.45

In the later middle ages  church  and state were closely interwoven.  A ruler
tended to assign as rewards, or encouragements, church  offices and benefices
as they became vacant to clerics in his service, be  that  in an ecclesiastical,
adnfitfisttative or diplomatic capacity. The church was used as a means for
rewarding servants at little  cost  to the royal treasury. Accordingly, and con-
versely, an ecclesiastical career could result in  office  in  state  service, which
eventually brought  high  office in the  church.  The careers of  both  Giovanni
Gigli and his cousin  Silvestro  Gigli in English royal service testify to this.
Giovanni acquired his first English benefice on 24 October  1477, when admit-
ted rector at St George’s, Southwark. He may have  been presented to it in

4' Ibid, f. 201-v; see  also  :1. 21, above.

‘2 Weiss, 'Lineamenti’, p. 381, n. 4. Sellyng: J. Greattex, BiograpbitalRegixter oft/1: Cathedral
Priorie:  (ft/1e  Pmuince  qf Canterbugy, t.  1066  to  1540, Oxford  1997, pp.  282—83; Clough, New
DNB, forthcoming. Sellyng and Doget: n. 54, below.

‘3 Emden, OAfard, p.  764; for his  first  English benefice, below at n. 46.
‘4 Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p. 381.
‘5 Ibid, pp. 381  -82; P. Needham, 771:  Printer  and  Me  Pardoner, Washington, DC, 1986,

pp. 32, 84, item Cx 16. Weiss suggested  that  Gigli gained royal favour by settling this
dispute.  Same was appointed  collector  for the indulgences 24 May 1476, Emden, 0.40%,

p.  1641; J.A. Twemlow, ed., Calendar  of Entries in the  Papal  Register; vol. 13, 1471—1484, pt

2, HMSO, London 1955, p. 197.
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gratitude  for resolving Sante’s dispute with the papal treasury.46 Sante was
highly valued in the court circle and any aspersions regarding his  conduct or
integrity reflected adversely on the English crown. Thereafter Gigli almost
annually received some English preferment; he relinquished the  least  rewarding,
retaining those  most  advantageous  in terms of either sfipend or kudos, and at
least  some  of these were at royal recommendation."

Gigli’s arrival in England coincided with  a  phase of intense diplomatic
activity between Edward IV, Sixtus  IV and Louis X1 in consequence of
Edward’s  war of 1475 with France.  Gigli’s  appointment in  1476  was probably
not coincidental. John Shjrwood, of  a Yorkistfamily and an  outstanding
scholar, in January 1474  had been sent to the papal curia on royal business,
returning to England early in the next year.48 By the spring of  1476  he had
been  sent back  and was certainly in Rome by 2 May. At Rome Shirwood had
found  a  patron in Cardinal Marco Barbo and it is likely, therefore, he became
acquainted with Gigli. Gigli’s appointment on 1April as collector, at  Barbo’s
behest, was probably shortly after Shirwood’s return to Rome.49 Sante  was also
known  at the curia. In  August 1474  in connection with Edward  IV’s  campaign
against France, Same  as royal proctor had accompanied the monarch’s  herald,
Bartelot dc Riviére, taking the Garter robes for Federico da Montefeltro, Duke
of Urbino, who was general of the pope and of the  king of Naples. Most
likely the  investituxe  was in early October at Grottaferrata, after the general’s
installation in Naples as a  knight  of the Ermine by the king of Naples; certainly
Sante had secret proposals on behalf of Edward IV to make to both general
and monarch.50 Sante remained at the papal court  until  after the  1475  Jubilee
celebrations in Rome, returning the following year  to England with the Jubilee
Indulgence for sale.51 In the summer of 1475 John, Lord Scrope of  Bolton,
who had attended the  celebrations, visited Urbino presumably on matters
relating to Santa’s mission of the previous summer. This business undoubtedly
concerned military support for Edward  IV’s  summer campaign of 1475  against
France, though  this  backing did not prove forthcoming.52 Yet Gigli’s appoint-
ment in  April 1476  was probably welcomed, even encouraged, by both Shir-
WOOd and  Sante, then in  Rome, as likely to further English interests.

4‘ Emden, Oxford, p. 764.
‘7 Ibid.

‘3 Ibid, pp.  1692—93; Clough, ‘English  monarchs’, pp. 306—10.
‘9 Ibid, p.  308.
5° Emden, Oxford, p.  1641; CH. Clough, ”Therelations between the English and Urbino

courts’, in the same, 73: Ducb qf Urbino  in the Renairmnce,  London  1981, item XI, pp.  204—

05, 209—10. The  dates  of Federico’s invesu'ruxe are revised in CH.  Clough,  ‘Fedcrico da

Montefeltto and the kings of Naples:  a  study in  fifteenth-century survival’, Rmm'uance
Smdiu, vol.  6  (1992), p. 137, esp. n. 97, supported  by the  letter, 10  Oct.  1474, fromthe

bishop of  Mantua  to the marquis of  Mantua, Mantua, Archivio  di Stato,  busta  845,  c. 172.

5‘ Above, at n. 45.
52 Clough, ‘Relau'ons’, p.  205; Comnatian, pp.  392—93.
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By early 1477  the situation on the  Continent  was  even  more complicated,

following the  death  of  Charles, Duke of Burgundy, and the partitioning of his
state. Shirwood, who remained posted at the  curia, was reappointed royal
proctor on 12 December 1477.53 On  7 April 1479  Shirwood, Sante and John
Doget, another highly qualified diplomat, together with Gigli were nominated
to  represent  the king before the pope, seeking peace terms between England
and France.54 On 9  April, on the eve of departure, Gigli was admitted canon
of St  Paul’s, London, with the prebend of Portpool; one can  assume this  was

at the  king’s  behest to encourage  Gigli’s  devoted support.55 The English mission
assembled in Rome on  8  May, and on 12 May one of them, one  suspects
Gigli, delivered  an impassioned  oration, protesting that  the French wanted
war, not peace.56 On 23 May, after another audience, the pope dismissed all
envoys, concluding that there was no hope of  a  peace treaty. Shirwood remained
at the curia, Sante probably went  on to Naples, while Doget and Gigli returned
to England.“

Gigli was fortunate  that  his curial background brought him to Edward
IV’s attention, as it could  mean  acceptance  into  important royal office was
much accelerated. However, the determining factor was perhaps his humanistic
training, for he was recognized as an outstanding Latin rhetorician with the
advantage of a knowledge of Greek, an ability possessed by only a handful  of
native  English. Yet from Henry VI’s  reign such ability was appreciated in
England  as essential for successful diplomacy; it was requisite for all resident

representatives at the court of Rome, and for at  least  one envoy on  a  mission
to Rome; by about 1466 it was appreciated by Edward IV  that  one  such  at

least was  vital  for an embassy to any monarch.58 There is some faint testimony
that  Gigli  sought  to maintain his humanistic interests in England. In  1477  he
bought  in London  a  copy of  Poggio  Bracciolini’s  Latin  translation of Diodorus
Siculus, I-Iistoriammpriuamm, liberprimm-Jextm  (Venice, Andreas de  Psaltasichis,
1476/7); presumably he concluded the translation was better than nothing.
The only other known book he owned is Cicero, T mat/mam»; quantionum, Iiher
primm-quintu:  (Venice, Nicholas Jenson, 1472), in which he wrote fourteen

lines of elegiacs  that  he had composed.59
By late  1479 Sixtus  IV was  much  disturbed by the threat of an Ottoman

attack  on Rhodes, and to provide fundsfor its defence an indulgence was
released for  sale  in late  March  1480 to John Kendale, the Turcopolier, as

5’ Clough, ‘English  monarchs’, p.  308.

5“ Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p.  382; Scofield, Edward, vol. 2, p. 265.  Doget  was  a  friend of

Sellyng, ihid, vol. 2, pp.  448—90.
55 Emden, 031M, p.  764.  Doget:  Emden, Cambridge, pp. 190—91.
5‘ Hinds, State Paper: Milan, p.  237, nos  356, 357.
57 Ibid, p.  238, nos  358, 359.
5” Clough, ‘English  monarchs’, p.  313.
59 R.  Weiss, Humam'mz in  England during the  Fzflemtb Centugy, Oxford, 3d rev. edn  1967,

p. 198  (note  to p. 156, n. 2).
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commissary; there  were  variant issues, printed at Caxton’s press in  Westminster,
as had been the  case  for the  1475  Jubilee issued by Same.60 Another
indulgence, undated but assigned to  1480  and likewise printed by Caxton
at Westminster, was issued on behalf of St Mary of  Rounceval, Charing
Cross, associated  with Rhodes, and furtherevidence of  anti-Turkish senti-
ments. It  stated that  one of its procurators was John Kendale, a royal  valet,
hence not to be  conflated  with the Turcopolielr.61 In the  spring Edward IV,
following the Grand Master of  Rhodes’ petition, took  him and his Rhodes’
convent of  knights  of St John  under  royal protection, though  he provided
little pracu'cal supportwhen in the summer the Turksbesieged the island.
In January 1481, when the Grand Master summoned Sir John Weston,
prior of the order, to the island to fight, the  king refused Weston permission
to  leave  England. The pope  continued  to press for financial aid, this time
through  his nuncio and  collector, Gigli.  A  convocation of clergy had been
called to St Paul’s, London, commencing on 26 March, and  there  on
9 April Gigli made an  impassioned  speech in the  pope’s  name, urging members
of convocation to give  financial aid, the fund to be used against the  Turks.
He reminded  them  that the pope had  converted  all his  plate  and jewels into
money for  Rhodes’ defence. With choking sobs he pleaded with members to
do likewise, but there was little tangible response.62 In furthersupport, as
commissary, Gigli promulgated  indulgences  some  time  in 1481, probably in
the spring, similar to that of Kendale, the Tuxcopolier, of the previous year,

likewise printed by Caxton at Westminster.“3
Subsequently early in  1489  Gigli, with an associate commissary, Perseo

Malvezzi  of Bologna (perhaps  sent  by the  curia  to check  Gigli’s  finances), was
responsible for yet another indulgence supporting a  military campaign against
the Turks, likewise printed by Caxton in two issues, the earlier sometime before

“ Interesting in this  context  is Cardinal  Bessarion’s letter  to a.  number  of  European
princes: C.H.  Clough, ‘The  cult  of Antiquity: letters and letter-collections’, in  CulturalA¢em
qft/Je Italian  Renaiuame. Ema}:  in  Honour  of P. O. Mtg/let; ed. C.H.  Clough, Manchester 1976,
pp. 41, 50; RIII’:  Boob, pp.  33—34, 239, 266,  fig. 21.  Sixtus  IV and Edward IV: Scofield,

Edward, vol. 2, p.  389.  Needham, Printer, pp.  85—86, Cx 36, Cx 42, C): 43. John Kendalc

the  Turcopolier  and his medallion: G.F. Hill, A  Coqm:  of Italian Medak, 2 vols, London

1930, vol. 1, p. 249, no.  934;  vol. 2, plate  152.  Necdham,  Printer,  pp,  32—33,  43,  erroneously

conflates this Kendale with the  king’s  valet of n. 61, below;  Sutton,  ‘John  Kendale’,  see

Bibliography under  1985  p. 227.
6‘ Needham, Printer, p. 86, Cx 44, and p. 44 (trans): 'John Kendale, valet of the  crown

[Edward IV]’. For this John Kendale:  Sutton, ‘John  Kendale', pp. 230—31.
‘2 W. Wake, The  State  of the  Cburtb  and  Clergy in  England  and  their Pub/it  Convocatiom. . .,

London  1703, p. 381, under 9 April  1481 (Gigli is not named, but  indicated  as  ‘Popc’s
Collectox’); D. Wilkins, Cami/in  Magma  Bn'tamn'ae at  Hibemiae,  4  vols,  London 1737,  vol. 3,

p.  612, under  9  Apn'l  1481  for the  oration  of  magimrjabamm  dc  Sigh,  uhimquejuris  dattor.
Recent historians  have  caused confusion with  erroneous  information regarding the date
of the oration and the  convocation’s location.

6’ Needham, Printer, 1). 86, Cx 49, Cx 50.
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24 April.64 Sixtus  had rewarded Gigli, naming him an apostolic subdeacon by
1483. Innocent VIII, almost immediately on election, re-appointed him on
25 January 1485  papal collector in England.“5 It is not known  when, but by
1488  Gigli had been created an apostolic protonotary, an appointment virtually
de  ”gueur for  a  royal proctor at the curia.“6 Yet what he craved eluded  him, for
the  pope  did not make him a  cardinal.  One can suppose that Gigli concluded
that enthusiastic  royal supportfor this was essential, not  least  as royal nomina-
tion was normally required for an archbishopric, or even a bishopric, under
the king of England’s control. Accordingly, while  substantiating his merits in
the eyes of the pope, Gigli turned more blatantly to the crown for preferment.

Gigli appears to have courted Edward  IV’s  favour through the patronage
of John Russell, said by Sir Thomas More to be ‘a wyse manne and a  good,
and of muche experyence, and one of the beste  learned  menne’ of his day.
He had been appointed  keeper  of the privy seal on 28 May 1474, an office
vacated  only on 10 May 1483  on becoming chancellor of  England; that  was
the day that Richard, Duke of Gloucester, was  confirmed  protector shortly
before Edward V was confined to the Tower.” Russell had become  bishop
of  Rochester  by papal provision dated 17 July 1476 and was  translated  to
Lincoln by a  papal bull  dated  7  July 1480. According to its dedication Gigli
wrote a theological  treatise:  ‘On the Reasons for Lenten Abstinence’ at Russell’s
prompting. It addressed Russell as bishop of Lincoln and keeper of the privy
seal, and hence seemingly this  dedication, at  least, was written between July
1480 and May 1483.“ The treatise was probably composed towards the end
of this period, as Gigli was collated  a  canon of  Lincoln  and prebendary of
Marston St  Lauxence  on 24 September 1484, which may be connected to the
presentation to Russell.69 Already on 22 June  1482  Gigli had become arch-
deacon of London, and that  same  day was translated fromhis Portpool prebend
in St Paul’s, held since  1479, to that of  Hoxton  and Morea associated with

6" Ibid, p. 89, Cx 88, Cx 89.  A  copy executed for John Pampyne, dated  3  March  1490,
was unfil  1981  in the  Somerset Record  Office, Taunton, Bundle  13, 11/13/1, but now it
has  only the photocopy; I am indebted to Mr and Mrs  Rupert  Crosbee of  Bristol  and to
Miss S. Berry of the  Somerset  Record  Office  for this information.

‘5 Emden, Oaford, p.  765; Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p.  383, n. 47.

“  Emden, Oagfard, p.  765; Gigli  kept  the pope  informed  of  events  in England by
dispatches  in fine  Latin, some  printed  in LG. Pélissier, ‘Catalogue  des documents de la

collection  Podocatato’, Centralb/afifiir Bib/iothekmmn, vol. 18 (1910), pp. 579—81, 588—93.

‘7 Russell:  Emden, Oxford, pp. 1609-11.
‘3 The  text  was  probably written  in the same period, comp.  Weiss, 'Lineamenu", p.  383,

n. 44. The earliest  known  copy of ‘De  observantia quadragesimali’ is of I.  1487  in the
collection of Gigli’s writing presented  to  Richard Fox, n. 80, below. There is  a  copy in
New Haven, Yale University, Beinccke  Library MS 25 (formerly Z. 109. 041), which is not
a  presentation text, B.  Shailor, Catalogue of Medieval and Renaimme  Mammn'pt:  in the Beimtke
Rare  Beak and Mum-rip! Libray, 3  vols, Binghampton, NY, 1984—92, vol. 1, pp.  40—41.

‘9 Emden, Oagfara’, p.  764.
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Fig. 2. Sixteenth-century pGrtrait in oils of Silvestro Gigli, Church of S. Michele in

Foro, Lucca, perhaps taken from his  tomb  effigy in that church. The painted
inscription errs in only referring to his service for Henry VIII; probably this

passage should have been on Gicvanni’s portrait (fig. 1).

that office?” The following 8  August as archd ”(Icon he attended the king’s

council at \‘s‘bstminstcr.1 He was listed as Archdeacon in the  London  alien

subsidy r011 ()fmid—junc 14E3, residing in Coleman Street ward. He was exempt

payment with his householj 1):; writ, and il’is included two relatives living with

him, Sebastiano Gigli, snic to be a merchant Staying for three  months, and

Silvestro Gigli, specified 215 vanni’s scrx'znt, both of whom will be meni

tioncd  again shortly?
A possible  consequence  of Russell’s[mtmnagc was Gigli’s appointment

as ‘tumr’ to what were stared to be Edward [V’s children. It is not  known

who were  meant  by this term, 01‘ when 112 ontnincd thc post, but perhaps it

was in  succession  to Bishop jthn Alcock, who had been appointed tutor to

m  I/z/d; Creighton, ‘lmlizm bisntpfi‘, p. 207‘ n. 1 above, :11 11. 55.

H' \V'Ciss, ‘Lincnmcmfl p. 382., 1. 3.

”1 TIM Al/lw Cruz/III/II/f/iar rg/ Lo  Ida/I  M  [/15' l"_/'/ivm// (MIN/(3':  77.1w Ablar/k/y Rel/J  (/f 7440 and

1483—4, Cd  ].[.  Bolton, Stamford 1998, pp. 5, l7 :1. 3, (‘15:  ‘(Iilcs, Max‘rcrjohn. German

Archdeacon  of  London, papal COHBCUM", (85 n. 57 for (Sigli’s lift), 86, 135 n. 3. For

exemption, despite the subsidy itdcmcd: S. 'I‘hrugp‘ ‘Alicns in and  around  London’, in

AYI/rd/(ar 17/ Lam/m; Hzlr/mr [WM/I‘M  M  1  72/750 hr/AI/I/I/{l/nw ,  London  196‘), td. Alli]. Hullnender

and W. Kellaway, p. 259, n. 2. 1 11m inch-brad to my culcnguc  Dr]. Kcrmodc  for the latter

reference. Presumably, also, Giovanni acted as the ‘host‘ for Sebastian. required by law for

every alien  trader.
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the prince of Wales in November 1473.73 Shortly after  Edward’s death  on
9  April  1483  Gigli was owed  a  not insignificant sum as  salary, so one deduces
that he had been in the post for some monthsunpaid." Gigli was probably
one of young Edward’s attendants barred from access to him on the protector’s
orders, when the king was lodged in the Tower on 19 May, where he was
joined by his younger brother on 16 June; probably bothwere murdered by
the following August, according to Gigli’s  Epitbalamium  of 1486 by orderof
their uncle.75 Archdeacon  of London  though  he  remained, there  is no indication
that  Gigli participated in  Richard  III’s  coronation  on  6  July; he was not one
of the monarch’s circle and received no royal preferments during his reign.76
Significantly Russell fell out of favour, perhaps suspected of supporting Henry
Tudor, who on his succession did treat  both  Russell and Gigli generously.77

Gigli as archdeacon of London played an important role in  charting the
initial  course of Henry VII’s reign. The pope  sent  as nuncio to England
the bishop of Imola with powers as legate  a Iatere to deal specifically with the
proposed matrimony between the  king and Elizabeth of York.On 16 January
1486  Gigli and Robert Morton, Archdeacon  of Winchester, appearing as proc-
tors for the couple, in the bishop’s presence  petitioned  for the marriage, which
was Within the prohibited degrees, to be permitted by means of  a  papal
dispensation.  This  being granted, the wedding took  place on 18 January, and
by March Elizabeth was pregnant. In mid-March  a  papal  bull furnished
the dispensation, and  another  dated 27 March followed confirming the pre-
vious one, adding the decree that in the event of Elizabeth predeceasing her
husband  without surviving offspring, children  of  a  subsequent lawful wife
should succeed. The desired son and heir, christened  Arthur, was born on
20 September 1486.78

With Henry’s accession Gigli’s quest for royal patronage shifted to Richard
Fox, the king’s secretary.  Competition  for royal favour was fierce, and  included
the Italians Pietro Carmeliano and  Cornelio  Vitelli.79 Probably late  in  1486  Gigli

7’ Harl.  433, vol. 3, p.  194, f.  312: ‘Maister  John Gilys  enformor  of the K'mges childrene
of the  same  custume  &  subside’ [of  Exeter  and  Dartmouth], vol. 2, p. 26:  ‘Maistre John
Gyles  Archediacone  of Londone and  collector  of the  pope’ and the sum due to him.
Comp. Bolton, Communitiu, p. 85, n. 127. Ross, Edward, p.  322, with  incorrect  ref. to

Alcock’s  connection  to the  Yorkists  being demonstrated  by the stained glass in  Little
Malvem Priory (which shows Henry VII and his  children).

7" Camnalion, p. 13; for the salary, previous note.

75 As was  barred John Argentine, Edward V’s physician, D.E. Rhodes, jolm  Argentine,
Pmmt 416w, Amsterdam  1967, pp.  12—13; Coronation, pp. 18, 22.  Epitbalamium:  n. 80,

below.
7‘ Not in  Commlion; he had participated at the  king’s council  in  1482, above, at n. 71.
’7 C.L.  Kingsford, in  DNB, vol. 49, p.  442; Emden, 04ml, p. 1610.
78 SB.  Chrimes, Hwy VII, London  1972, pp. 330—31.

79 Fox:  J.B.  Trapp, in  Contemporaries qf Emmm, vol.  2, pp.  46—49; Gigli called him
Mam“:  mam, Carlson, Humanirt Book»; p. 6. Carmeliano:  ibid, pp.  45—46; M.  Firpo, in

Dizianan'a biografim, vol. 20, pp.  410—13; Emden, Oadord, pp.  358—59; G.  Tourney, in
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presented  a volume of his  apposite writings  to Fox. The accompanying dedication
gave  fulsome  praise for Fox’s love of literature, exceptional  among his fellow
countrymen.Heroes of the Old Testament and Antiquity, with the Latin Fathers,
were marshalled, justifying such  devotion to letters. The collection comprised
the treatise on Lenten abstinence, previously sent  to Russell, a  marriage song or
Epitbalamium  de  qtiz':  of 500 hexameters to celebrate the royal wedding, and  a
verse  Genet/Iliamn with two epigrams on  Arthur’s birth.  The marriage song was
political in tone, rejoicing in the end of  civil  war, and looking forward to protrac-
ted peace. This theme was given emphasis by the symbolic  decoration  of two
rosesintertwining around the royal arms, supported by two white greyhounds.
Probably the  king and  queen  had received presentation copies of the marriage
and birth songs. The king was sufficiently impressed to write to the pope landing
Gigli’s merits.80 Perhaps it was at this time that Gigli dedicated to Lady Margaret
Beaufort, the king’s mother, his liturgical text concerning the  Mass  to celebrate
the Holy Name ofJesus, and presumably presented a copy to her.“

On 17 March  1488  Gigli was appointed one of the English envoys sent
to arbitrate peace between France and Brittany, but gout prevented his partici-
pation. The eventual  outcome was the Treaty of Redon of 14 February 1489,
whereby Henry VII, if reluctantly, sent a force to  assist  Brittany against  Charles
VIIIof France. In  August  the French  king sent  a  mission to Londonto offer
Henry VII peace terms, it being stated that peace would enable Charles VIII
to take What he claimed as his rightful possession of the kingdom of  Naples.
Chancellor John Morton, who headed the English  delegation, retorted  that  the
English  had  a  superior claim to France  than  the French to Naples.‘12 Two
months later the French diplomats returned to meet the English delegation,
headed this time by Gigli, at Calais (English territory) in late October. Following
hostile  gibes between the two parties, the meeting concluded  with nothing

Contmparan'u of Eramm, vol. 1, p.  270; Sutton  and Visser-Fuchs, ‘Richatd  III’s  books:
XIV’, sec Bibliography under  1996; RIII':  30012:, index; his poem celebrating the birth of

Arthur  (attributing the murder of the pn'nces to Richard): S. Anglo, .Spettacle, Pageanty and
Barb Tudor  Poliy, Oxford  1997, pp. 20, 40, 46. Vitelli: CH. Clough, ‘New  light on Comelio

Vitelli’, II):  Ritardian, vol. 12  (2000—02), pp. 98-106.

8° The  presentation  copy for Fox is BL MS Harl.  366, Carlson, Humanixt Beak; pp. 37,
209, n. 29, 175—76 (letter to Fox); also Creighton, ‘Italian bishops’, pp.  207—08.  The
marriage poem, ibid; Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p.  348, 385, n. 58 (Henry’s praise); G. Tournoy—

Thoen, ‘Het vroegste  Latijnse humanistische epithalamium in Engeland’, Knninklfike  Zuidned-
erlamire Maambappi war  T aal- an  bfierkunde  en  Cmbiedmix, vol. 32  (1978), pp. 169—80;  Anglo,
.Spettacle, p. 36.

a: BL MS Add.  33772:  M.E. Jones and M.G. Underwood, I71:  IGng’: Mother,  Cambridge
1992, pp.  176—78; Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, pp.  385, 391  (the  accompanying poem).

3: Clough, ‘New  light’, p. 102;  Polydore  Vergil, Hie  Anglia  I-Iiitoria  (1485-1537),  ed. D.
Hay, CS, Third  Series  74, London  1950, pp.  32—33;  L.  Thuasne, 'Un diplomate  d’autrefois:

les missions de  Robert Gaguin  (1433—1501)’, Revue d'bistoire  dfilamafique, vol. 30 (1916),
pp.  456—91, esp.  472—78, 472, n. 2.
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achieved.33 Gigli was praised for his part in besting the French in an epigram
written by the court poet, Bernard André.a4

Gigli appears to have resigned his post as collector before the encounter
at Calais, since  Adriano  Castellesi was nominated his successor on 14 October
1489, though  there was a delay before the replacement was effective.85 The
family historian of the Gigli thxowsinteresting light on this matter, previously
unexplained. Seemingly Giovanni sent Sebastiano Gigli to the papal treasury
in Rome on his behalf in an attempt to explain notable deficiencies in the
money due to the treasury from his accounts as collector; severe gout was
Giovanni’s  justification for not going in person, and probably not  just  an
excuse. The family historian commented wryly that by nature Giovanni was
born to spend money rather than accumulate it; it was Cardinal Barbo who
influenced him to resign the post of collector.ms Castellesi was sent to England
by way of Austria, reaching Innsbruck on 18 April 1490; he took this route
in order to present Maximilian, King of the  Romans, with the papal cap and
sword, an honourawarded annually to a ruler by the pope. He probably
reached  England a month later.87 On  1  July 1490 Gigli was nominated as
Henry’s resident orator at the courtof Rome. He was accompanied in the
capacity of proctor by David William, Archdeacon of St  David’s  (died October
1491).  Henry VII was wont to appoint two individuals for sucha  mission, the
one being a  check on the  conduct  of the other; moreover Rome was  a  key
embassy, vital for ensuring the pope’s supportfor the Tudor monarch’s
insecure throne. The two envoys probably left England in late July. At Lyon
Gigli was forced to halt, incapacitated by gout, William going forward alone.
By 4  October Gigli had reached Milan and travelled slowly on to Rome.mi

Gigli was in his element at the  cuxia, being familiar with its organization,
and having there the strong support of  a  relative and friend, Nicolao  Sandon—
nino, Bishop of Lucca. The two were instrumental between February and
March  1492  in the selection of the bishop’s friend, Francesco Todeschini
Piccolomini, as  cardinal  protector of England, a  position of considerable  influ-

‘3 Ibid, p.  478; Clough, ‘New  light’, p. 102, errs, referring to Gigli as then being ‘bishop
of  Worcester’.

3‘ Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p.  385; Carlson, Humanixt Boob, p. 211, n. 39.
as Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p.  386; unknown to P. Paschini, T  re illumipnlati del rinam'mento,

Rome 1957, p. 50; and see :1. 86, below.

9‘ Gigli, ‘Dcscrizione’, f. 20v.  Castellcsi:  Vergil, Anglia  Hixtoria, pp.  42—43; Paschini,

Illmtriprvlati, pp.  48—51; M. Underwood, ‘The pope, the queen and the king's  mother  .  . .’,
in The  Reign  qeny V71, ed. B.  Thompson, Harlaxton  Medieval Studies V, Stamford  1995,

pp.  65—81; C. Fragnito, in  Dizianan'o biografico, vol. 21, pp.  665—67
‘7 Paschini, Illustriprelati, p. 51, n. 36.
‘8 Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p. 307, n. 78. William: B. Newns, ‘The Hospice of St  Thomas

and the English crown, 1474—1538’, in The  Eng/1M  pite in  Rome, being The Venerahile:
Sextentenagy imle, vol. 21, May 1962, p.  155.  Hinds, State  Paper: Milan, vol. 1, nos  411, 415,

418, pp.  262, 264, 266.
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ence.39 One of Gigli’s important  functions  was attending papal ceremonies, at
which he was sometimes required to  deliver Latin orations  in the name of the
king. For  instance, John Shirwood, Bishop of  Durham, in February 1492  was
appointed royal proctor to replace the deceased William, and on 14 June was
formally presented by Gigli to Innocent  VIII.  Following Innocent’s  death  in
late July, they were confirmed in  their  posts  by the new pope Alexander VI.
On 14 December they gave Henry’s obedience to the pope, Shirwood delivering
the oration; fittingly, in the light of their failed mission of 1479, Gigli, accom-

panied by Shirwood, informed the pope  that  peace terms had been agreed
between  England  and France.90

Vital  for English pilgrims to Rome and for longer-term English residents
was the Hospice of St Thomas the Martyr. Following Shirwood’s death on
14 January 1493  Robert Morton, Bishop of Worcester, was sent in his  place,
and according to custom he and Gigli had  responsibilities  as officers of the
Hospice.91 King Henry VI had been murdered in May 1471  on  Yorkist  orders
and a cult  associated  with him  flourished  thereafter, miracles being attested.
Henry VII, his Lancasttian successor, venerated him and wanted Henry’s
corpse to be placed in a  chapel  in Westminster Abbey, which the king was
renovating as  a shine  for his dynasty. In the early 14905 Henry sought ecclesias-
tical  authority to translate the corpse of Henry from Windsor to Westminster,
and at the same  time  set in motion the lengthy process of invoking the pope
to sanc him. In  1494  Cardinal John Morton, Archbishop of Canterbury,
took  the initiative: in his episcopal register  along document was inserted  listing
the requirements. This document owed much to  Gigli, who had dedicated  a
shorttreatise on canonization to the cardinal.92

When  in May 1497  the see of Worcester  became  vacant on the  death  of
Bishop Robert Morton, the pope consulted Cardinals Todeschini Piccolomini
and Lopez, who recommended Gigli; they wrote to Henry VII supporting his
nomination  and he accepted it. The papal  bull  was issued on 30 August. At
the ceremony on  5  December for Gigli to receive the temporalities fromthe
king, he was represented by Gian  Paolo Gigli, a brotherof Silvestro and

89 WE.  Wilkie, 1h  Cardinal Pmtertar: (fEngIand, Cambridge  1974, pp. 18—20, but  Shir-

wood had no part in the selection. P. Partner, He  Pope': Men, Oxford1990, pp. 175, 249.
9° Clough, ‘English monarchs’, p. 310;Hinds, State Paper:  Milan, vol. 1, nos  461, 466,

pp. 289, 291; J.  Burckard, Liber Notamm  ab  armo MCCCCZmIII  m'que ad  anmm MDT/Y,
ed. E  Celani, 2  vols, Citté  di  Castello 1906—42, vol. 1, pp.  370—71, 381; Wilkie, Cardinal

Pmtmorx, pp.  17—18, 22.
9' Clough, ‘English  monarchs’, p.  310.  Newns, ‘Hospice’, pp. 155—56, 158, (‘Englis’ for

‘Giglis’), 178—82, 267.
92 Cult  of  Henry VI: J.  Blacman, Hang the .S'bctl), ed. M.R. James, Cambcidge  1919;

Cardinal  Gasquet, He  Religion:  Lzfi omy VY, London  1923, pp.  75-79, 81—82, 84-86.

Gigli’s  treatise:  BL MS Amndel  366, ‘Libellus de  canonizadone  sanctorum’;  Emden, Oag’ord,

p. 765.
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Sebasdano, already mentioned.93 Gigli was enthroned likewise by proxy at
Worcester on 12 April  1498.  He never  visited  his  see, but  administered  it by
a  vicar-general, Thomas Wodyngton, and he did not long enjoy his promotion,
as he died, reportedly of  gout, in Rome on 25  August  1498, shortly after
Henry VII had written to the pope soliciting a  cardinal’s hat for him, which
undoubtedly had long been his ambition."

Silvestro Gigli, who in Rome was in Giovanni’s service, as previously in
London, arranged for  Giovanni’s  funeral and his burial (wearing a  pair of red
gloves belonging to the Hospice) in the  latter’s church  of St  Thomas.  He also
commissioned an elaborate  tomb  with  a  has-relief of Giovanni wearing episco-
pal robes, surmounted with the Gigli arms and an inscription; the latter still
exists in the entrance of the present-day English College.95 A  sixteenth-century
painted portraitof Giovanni, now in the chuxchof S. Michele, Lucca (fig. 1),
may likewise have been commissioned by Silvestto, perhaps taken from the
face of the has-relief, itself possibly based on a death mask.“ Silvestro’s career
was closely interwoven with Giovanni’s, and indeed had been fostered by
Giovanni and conformed to his. In 1498 in succession to Giovanni, Silvestto
became bishop of Worcester at the youthful age of thirty-five, whereas Gio-
vanni’s elevation was at sixty-three. Silvestm appeared  destined  for the cardinal-
ate, undoubtedly his objective, but vaulting ambition resulted in his implication
in  a cardinal’s  murder; he died somewhat embittered, still only bishop of
Worcester. His rapid rise to the episcopate  reveals  family solidarity, his failure
to advance testifies to the pitfalls in royal service and the jealousies  that  an
Italian  suffered among English-born rivals.  After  indicating the nature of his
rise, focus will be on the more interesting features of his royal service.

Two of Silvesuo’s brothershave been mentioned already in the context
of being in England at least for a time. In mid-June  1483  his elder brother,
Sebastiano, was listed in the  London  alien subsidy roll  as  a  merchant residing
as  a  guest for three months.” This information presumably had been given as
a  ploy to confuse over-zealous officialdom, as he appears to  have  come to
England to trade in 1475, and was to remainuntil  1489, when he  visited  the

9’ Ibid, pp.  764—65; Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, pp.  386, 388, n. 94; Creighton, ‘Italian  bishops’,

p. 210. Gian  Paolo:  E.  Lazzareschi, R. Arrhiw'o di  State, Luna: Maura  delle  nlaziam' Item/1e fra
Luna  9  I'Ingbilterm, an exhibition at Lucca  1945, p. 49, and below, at n.  100.  Sebastiano:

above, at n. 72; below, at nn. 99, 100.

9‘ Creighton, ‘Italian bishops’, p. 210; Weiss  ‘Lineamenti’, p.  389.  Wodyngton: Creighton,
in  DNB, vol. 21, p. 311. Cardinal’s  hat:  D.S. Chambers, Bainhn'dge  in the Court of Rama,

Oxford1965, p. 7.
95 Note 106, below; Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p.  389; Creighton, ‘Italian  bishops’, p.  210, n.

4; Burckard, Liber  flotamm, p. 370, n. 90.

9‘ Lazzareschi, Mastra, p. 49, item 4; comp.  Weiss, 'Lineamenti’, p. 389.

97 Perhaps all fourwere tonsuxed  at an early age, Sebastiano:  above, m. 72, 93, below,

:1. 98; Gian Paolo:  above, n. 93, below, n. 100; Marc’Antonio: below, nn. 98, 107, and S.

Adorni-Bracessi, Una  Citta‘ infetta’, Florence  1994, p. 13. Silvestto, below, n.  104; Giovanni,

above, 11. 35.
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papal treasury on behalf of Giovanni Gigli.98 Six monthslater he was back in
England, remaining apparently until  1494, when he returned to Rome; he died
at  Lucca  in  1499.  He had acquired papers of denization on 20 January 1485
and again on 25 October 1491, probably in the interest of commercial benefits,
prehaps even in the hope of a benefice.99 Another brother, Gian  Paolo, two
years his junior, has been mentioned as receiving for Giovanni the temporalities
of Worcester on  3  December  1497; he remained at Worcester as the bishop’s
surveyor (sometimes at London as his representative) until 1501. Early in 1505
he brought  a  message fromthe curia to the royal court, probably on Silvestro’s
behalf. By 1509, however, described as a merchant, he resided in Lucca and

was elected an  Anziana. He died in Lucca in 1528.100
The brotherswere the  sons  of  Se:  Nicolao, son of Piero Gigli; Nicolao

seemingly was Carlo’s younger brother; hence Carlo’s son was  a  cousin of
Silvestro, Sebastiano, Marc’Antonio and Gian  Paolo, though they were at  least
some twenty years younger. Nicolao was most likely brought up in Bruges (even
bornthere) where his father and brothers were then residing, but probably
sent to Lucca for  notarial  training following the establishing of republican
government  there  in August 1430.")1 In  1448  he married Francesca, daughter
of  a  wealthy Lucchese silk  merchant, Giusfredo Rapondi, and fathered  a  large
family. In the later 14405 he  visited  London, above all selling silk  to the
wardrobe of Henry VI on commission for Nicolao, son of  Michele  ser Fed-
erighj.102 In 1456 he made several journeys between  Lucca  and Paris,
presumably selling silk, and about this time he seems to have abandoned
trading to reside in Lucca and, utilising his notarial training, he took part in
city affairs. He was regularly an  Anziana from1465, one of the city’s envoys
to Florence in  1473, and in consequence of services rendered to the  king of
Naples, Ferrante  d’Axagona, he was named as  a  royal councillor in  1477.  He
died in  Lucca  in 1485.103 Nicolao’s wealth and standing played  their  part in
advancing Silvestro’s career, especially in ensuring that he obtained benefices
in the city and the  state, notably from his cousin Giovanni and fromhis own
brothers.

Silvestro was born in  Lucca  in 1463, probably on  1  January. On 2February
1472  he was tonsured and  ordained  acolyte in Rome. Giovanni was there in
Cardinal Barbo’s  familia, which may have determined where Silvestto publicly
attested the likelihood of an ecclesiastical career. Silvestto graduated probably

9“ Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f.  27v, 28; above, :1. 86; Bittins, Domkapitel, p. 237.

’9 Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, ff. 23, 27v, 28;  Bolton,  Alien  Communities, p. 86, n. 158.

1°” Above, n. 93; C.  Dyer, Zandr  and Pearant:  .  .  T  I):  Blink:  of the Bishopfic qf Warmter,

680— 1540, Cambridge 1980, p.  385;  Wilkie, Cardinal Protectm,  p. 97; Adomi—Btacessi,  Cilia,
p. 16. Prof.Bratchel supplied the details on his later  years.

'°' Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f. 22.
:02 Ibid, f. 22; Bratchel, Lam, p.  161, n. 177.
“’3 Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f. 22r-v; Bratchel, Lam, pp. 95, n. 28, 96.Prof.Bratchel supplied

the details on his  later  years.
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in law, perhaps at Bologna, where Giovanni had studied.104 The London
alien subsidy roll  of mid-June  1483  shows  that  by then he was in  London,
living in  the  house of his cousin Giovanni. The roll specifies  Silvestro  as
‘servant’, which may mislead in its implication. It is known  that  several
individuals were employed by Giovanni  in his capacity as  Papal  Collector,
engaged in writing letters  and  calculating dues for  Peter’s  Pence; Silvestro was
probably one of them.” It is likely he accompanied his  cousin  Giovanni to
Rome in 1490 as one of his  familia; his residence in London  meant  he was
familiar with the English language and English political events, so admirably
placed to  assist  his cousin at the curia. In  1495  Cardinal  Borgia resigned to
him  a significant  portion of the revenues of the priory of S. Michele in Foro,
and the associated rectory of S. Giorgio.“i In  1494  Giovanni had resigned to
him the revenues of the abbey of Cantignano. The following year  there  was
a  contested  election  to  a  cement}! of the cathedral of S.  Martino, Lucca, which
involved  Giovanni; it passed to Silvestro’s brother, Marc’Antonio, who resigned
it expressly to Silvestto on  7  September  1495, with the approval of his  relative,
the bishop of  Lucca, Nicolao Sandonnino. Backed by the  latter  and by Giovanni
in  1498 other  benefices and revenues were added, so Silvestro’s source of
income in  Lucca  was not  unlike  that of Giovanni in his  initial  years in
Englandm.

It was  Silvestro’s  long service under Giovanni, together with the  strong
backing of the  latter’s  friends in England and Rome, that determined his
promotion  after  Giovanni’s death. The English cardinal protector, Todeschjni
Piccolomini, commended Silvesuo to Henry VII to be Giovanni’s successor
as royal orator at Rome and to the see of Worcester. Bothwere quickly
approved and on 1 December  1498  Silvestto was admitted in absentia to the
see of Worcester (fig. 2). This rapid action on Henry VII’s  part was  untypical,
but  a  fait ammpli  was needed. Giovanni had died at the papal  court, which
gave the pope the right to nominate his successor, and Henry VII had no
wish to  have  foisted on him an uncongenial Italian as bishop. On 24 December
the  cardinal  protector persuaded the pope to accept  Silvestxo; he was confirmed

104 Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, ff.  23-25v, 27v; M. Creighton, in  DNB, vol. 21, pp.  311—12;
the  same, ‘Italian bishops’, pp.  211—20; T.B. Deutschct, in  Contemorarie: ofEramm, vol.
2, pp.  97—98; Bolton, Communiliu, p. 86, n. 159; Bittins, Domkapitel, pp.  236, 243—48. Read
law:  Memorie e  dowmentiper mw'n  all’ Moria  delpfinr¢ata qhm, 16  vols, Lucca  1813—1925,
vol. 9, p.  140; S.  Tabacchi, in  Dizionan'o biografiw, vol. 54, pp. 690—93; C.H.  Clough, ‘Gigli,
Silvestro’, in New  DNB, forthcoming; text  above at n. 36.

‘05 Text above  at n. 72.
”6 Text  above at n. 88; Creighton, ‘Italian bishops’, p.  212; Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f. 23;

Bitu'ns, Domkapitel, pp.  225—26, 245.
'°7 Gigli, ‘Descrizione', ff.  20v, 23; Bratchel, Lm-m, pp.  270—71; Bittins, Damkapitel,

p.  244.  Marc’Antonio  was  tonsured  with his brother  Sebastiano, 11 Nov.  1465; he became

one of the  familia  of Cardinal  Francesco Gonzaga  and  acquired many benefices; in  1496,
incapacitated by leprosy, he founded the Cappella della  Madonna dell’ Assunta, Bitu'ns,
Damkapitel, pp. 236—38, Gigli, ‘Descrizione’, f. 22v.
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Fig. 3. Madonna and Child, sculpted in ma:ble by Baccio di Montelupi

(1460—1533) and his son, Raffaello, for the original tomb of Silvestro Gigli,

subsequently destroyed, with that tomb’s inscription; church of S. Michele in

Foro, Lucca.

in the temporalities 3n 7 March 1499, and enmroned by proxy on 16 April.108

Throughout his cpiscopam he administered by Views—general, as had his prede—
cessor, Silvestro being much  assisted by the Btnedictine prior of the Cathedral
Church of St Mary, \Y/orcsster, particularlyjohn ‘X/cdnesbury, prior from 1507
to 1518.1H9 After Bishop Sandonnino’s death in 1499, Gigli had the added
responsibility of representing Lucca’s interests to the pope, particularly in
August and September 1304, during its dispuzewith Florencem

Silvestro became: involved in rivalry, that was to endure over a decade and
become increasingly bitter, with Adriano CaStCnICSi, who had replaced Giovanni
Giglj as collector in England. Castcllesi, a favouriteof Alexander VI, and

“’8 Wilkie, Cardinal Pro/a‘tam, p. 24; Creighton, ‘Imlian bishops’, pp. 211—12; Bittins,

Don/kap/fi‘fl p. 246.

“'9 Text below at H. 115', \Y/cdnesbury: Greatrcx. Birggra/‘J/Iz'm/ nix/er, pp. 8894M); he

died at Rome 23 August  1518,  Gigli erected a  tomjstonc  to him, Cardinal Gasquct,  A

His/00' ajf/Je Venerable  fag/Ari- Cb/qv,  Rome,  London .920, p. 50 (‘\‘(’iddisbu1y’).

”U A. Giustinian, DZJpam, ed. P. Villari,  3  vols, Florence 1876,  V01.  3, pp. 218—19,

530—33.
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created cardinal by him, was resentful of  Silvestro’s  high standing at the English
court.  After his replacement as cardinal protector of England, a  post he held
for some months fromSeptember  1503  following Todeschini Piccolomini’s
election as pope, he sought to discredit Gigli in Henry VII's eyes; Castellesi

knew  that  it was Gigli who had been responsible for the  pope’s  nephew (who

was alsobishop of Lucca) becoming the new cardinal protector.'“ These
circumstances tended to advance Gigli in favour with Pope Julius II (elected
1  November  1503) since he ardently had opposed  Alexander  VI and was eager
to promote his own relatives.”2 On about 17 March 1505the pope sent
Gigli as  nuncio  to England, taking what the  king so much  desired:  the  authen-
ticated  papal dispensation that permitted Prince Henry to marry Princess
Catherine of Aragon, widow of his elder brother Arthur. Gigli also took the
pope’s personal honoursof the sword and cap.“3 Andrea Ammonio  of  Lucca,
who became Henry VIII’s Latin  secretary in 1511, and was in England by

1506, almost certainly had accompanied Gigli there.  Baldassare  Castiglione’s
plans to do so, however, were frustrated by the pope’s procrastinations,
and he did not leave the  Italian  peninsula until late  August  1506. He was
destined to  attend  the Garter ceremony at Windsor Castle as proxy for
his  lord, Duke Guidobaldo da Montefeltro, the adoptive father of the

pope’s  nephew, and elected to the Garter at Castellesi’s recommendation on

4January 1504  in a fruitless bid to  hasten  the dispensation  that Gigli  eventually

carried.”4 Gigli remained as papal nuncio at the English  court  for seven years;
as a reward he was created  a  royal chaplain. What was to his greater advantage
was  that  he made himself aware of who was influential at court and what were
English political concerns. In the  autumn  of 1505, following the only recorded

visit to his diocese at  a cost  of £12, Gigli appeared before the Court of the

Star Chamber regarding a contested election and riot in Stratford-upon—Avon,
within his  diocese, apparently a  rare instance of his involvement in  diocesan
affairs."5

"' Text  above at n. 85; Underwood, The pope, the  queen’, pp. 77, 97; Chambers,
Bainbn'dge, p. 9; Wilkie, Cardinal Pmtedorx, pp.  31—33.

”2 Chambers, Bainhn'dge, p. 8; Underwood, ‘The pope, the  queen’, p. 76.

”3 Text  at n. 112  above; Underwood, ‘The  pope, the  queen’, p. 77; JJ.  Scarisbrick,
Hang VIII, London  1968, pp.  216—19; Wilkie, Cardinal Pmmtm, p. 76; Creighton, ‘Italian

bishops’, p.  212; Weiss, ‘Lineamenti’, p.  385; Chambers, Bainbfidge, p. 9.

"4 Ammonia:  G. Tourney, in  Digianario biagmfim, vol. 37 (1989), pp.  236—41; T.B.
Deutscher, in Contemomrie:  qmrmm, vol. 1, pp.  48—50.  Castiglione: B. Casfiglione, Le

lama, ed. G. La  Rocca, Verona 1978, vol. 1, p. 60; CH.  Clough, ‘Sir  Gilbert  Talbot, KG’

in qi of the Jacky of the Friend: (f St  George and the  Demndant:  of the Knight: of the  Carter,

vol. 6, no. 6, London 1985 (for  1984—85), pp.  243, 246.
"5 Chambers, Bainbfidge, p. 9, n. 8; Camden Mimi/my 1X, CS New Series 53, London

1895, p. 6; Creighton, ‘Italian  bishops’, pp.  212—13; text  above at n.  109; Dyer, Land:  and

Pemantr, pp. 154, 202; Salad  Cam b40719 the  King'x Council  in the Star Chamber, vol. 1, AD

1477—1509, ed. I.S.  Leadam, Selden  Society Publications 16, 1903, pp.  230—34.
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The  final  phase of  Gigli’s  life saw him for nine years back in Rome, once
more serving the English crown, but the promise of his early career was
unfulfilled. Unlike Giovanni, Silvestro appears to have been prone to make
enemies; he was devious by nature and obviously self-seeking. In February
1512, probably uponWolsey’s  suggestion, since he saw in him an  admirable
tool for his own purposes, Gigli was commissioned as the king’s special
representative to the Fifth Lateran Council. His departure being delayed, he
reached Rome late in October during the second  session, thereafter  attending
only sporadically.”6 A  guardian of the conclave that elected Leo X in March
1513  (as he had been twice in 1503, at the elections of Pius III and Julius II),
by September  1513  he was once again  appointed  resident orator of the English
monarch at the  court  of Rome, being under Christopher Bainbridge, who
was effectively (though  not titular) cardinal protector of England.“7 By then
Bainbridge’s diplomatic schemes were being seen as failuxes, and quarrels
regarding policy between him and Gigli quickly followed. On 31 December
1513  Gigli wrote to Wolsey taking the credit for the pope awarding Henry
VIII the papal sword and cap.“8 It was evident  that  Gigli was Wolsey’s client
and probably had been for the previous two years, engaged by him to under-
mine  Bainbridge.  To this  end, in February 1514, Gigli’s coup was to obtain
the services of Giulio de’ Medici as  cardinal  protector of England, a  shrewd
move, given the cardinal’s close working relationship with his relative Leo X.“9

On 14Ju1y 1514 Bainbridge died of poison in Rome, one of his household
under torture confessing to  having administered it at  Gigli’s behest. Gigli,
enjoying diplomatic immunity, was not arrested, probably strongly supported
by Wolsey. Ostensibly he was  rehabilitated, as on  3  September he sang mass
at the chuxch of  Santa  Maria del Popolo to celebrate peace between England
and France, sealed by the marriage of Mary Tudor, the king’s sister, to Louis
XII of France. On 9 January 1515Leo X absolved Gigli of all complicity in
the murder.120 Even  so the  episode  remained shadowy and doomed Gigli’s
ambition to become cardinal, while  ending his prospects of advancing in royal
or papal  service.

Gigli’s  one hope lay in Wolsey’s protection, and in September 1515, as
his agent in Rome, he successfully negotiated his promotion to the cardinalate,
and in  1518  to the English legation.121 Gigli in Rome, simultaneously with
Wolsey and Ammonia in England, worked to take revenge on Castellesi, still
collector in England, and  also  on his sub-collector Polydore Vergil, rivals over

"6 Chambers, Bainbridge, pp. 60—61, 43, n. 1; NH.  Minnich, I7): Ftflb  Lateran Council
(1512—1517), Aldershot  1993, p. 187, n. 173.

”7 Creighton, ‘Italian bishops’, p.  212; Chambers, Bainbn'dge, pp.  42—43; Paschini, Illmtn'
pnlafi, p. 77; Wilkic, Cardinal Pmtettm', p. 80.

”9 Chambers, Bainbn'dge, pp. 54—60.
"9 Wilkie, Cardinal Pmtmarx, pp. 82—83.
no Chambers, Bainbridge, pp.  131, 139, 175; Creighton, ‘Italian bishops’,  pp.  215—17.
121 Wilkie, Cardinal  Pmtem”, pp.  83—84, 105-10.
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the years. Success eventually came in 1518with Castellesi’s fall. Meanwhile

events over the years reveal the sordid intrigues into which Gigli was drawn.
Ammonio, the king’s Latin secretary, was devoted to Gigli and, being opposed
to both Bainbridge and Castellesi, had welcomed the former’s demise. By late
September 1514 antagonism had  flared  between Wolsey and Castellesi over
the collectorship, sought by Wolsey as a reward for Ammonio. In his brief
dated 31 October Leo X agreed that the  post  should be assigned to Ammonio.
Castellesi replied that he was the victim of a smear campaign (as indeed he was)
to deprive him of the  post, though  he continued sending informative dispatches
from Rome to Henry VIII. Early in 1515Vergil, Castellesi’s man, was  back  in

England, sending dispatches to Castellesi in Rome, as had long been his custom.
Ammonio had  these  intercepted and found that  one, dated 10 February, abused
Wolsey as  a  bitter enemy and likewise Ammonio himself. In May Vergil was
imprisoned, his goods sequestered and his house closed; injune Ammonio was
appointed  Castellesi’s deputy as collector.122 In the spring of 1516, at Wolsey’s
prompting, Gigli obtained Leo X’s initial agreement to the  title  for Henry VIII
(eventually awarded in 1521) of Chrixtianae  Fidez' Defemar, but which, faced with

Francis I’s opposition (he was  Chmtianimmm), and the fact  that  the French
monarch then held Milan with  a  victorious army, the pope shelved.123

Two examples illustrate the tendentious nature of English foreign policy
in these years in supportof Wolsey’s ambitions, while reflecting Gigli’s involve-

ment as his client. In 1517, when Wolsey was seeking to curb the power of

Francis  I  on the  Continent, and particularly on the  Italian  peninsula, at the
same time as promoting his personal ambition to become  cardinal legate  of
England, he was anxious to retain the pope’s favour by promoting, through
Gigli, Medici  interests.  In the summer of 1517 Wolsey was aware that the
papal treasury was exhausted  through  supporting the protracted Urbino war.
He obtained in the  king’s  name an English subsidy of 100,000 ducats for the
military campaign, consigned only after 11 August when the pope had secretly
ratified his agreement to join  a  league with England, Spain and the  king of
the Romans  directed  at France. Secondly at this very time  Alfonso  d’Este,
Duke  of Ferrara, who had French backing and was opposed to Leo X, refused
to make any concession in  a  dispute over land rights with Monsignor Giangale-
azzo Boschetti; the latter’s brother, Roberto, was high in Medici favour, for

on 22 September 1517he became governor general of Lorenzo de’ Medici,
Duke  of  Urbino.  Monsignor Boschetd was  a  close friend of Ammonio, and
he begged the latter to bring royal pressure to bear on the duke of Ferrara.
To  this  end a  letter  was signed by the king, dispatched to  Gigli, Ammonio’s
close friend, who had it consigned to the duke of Ferrara. The  latter  ignored
it and following Ammonio’s death of the plague on 19 August Gigli himself

In Paschini, Illmln' pnelati, pp.  77—103; Wilkie, Cardinal Protertors, pp.  81—112;
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abandoned further negotiations regarding the  matter. Ammonia  being dead,
Gigli’s  reward fromWolsey for his  endeavours  at the end of August 1517was
the collectorship of which Casteflesi was deprivedm Not surprisingly Polydore
Vergil took his revenge on both  Ammonia  and Gigli by omitting mention of
them  in his  Anglim Historia  —  such negative  personal prejudices  tend  to be
overlooked in any evaluation of the work.‘25

Over the years 1516 to 1520Gigli resident in Rome  assisted  Erasmus in
obtaining several papal dispensations, and in January 1521, out of gratitude,
Erasmus  dedicated to him his paraphrase of the  Epixtle  to the Hebrew?“ By
then Gigli had fallen foulof Giulio dc’ Medici, who believed he undermined
his authority as cardinal protector. On 21 March 1521, fearing dismissal as
royal orator at Cardinal Giulio’s prompting, Gigli sent the  king in a counter
bid for royal favour his own anti-Lutheran pamphlet; by late  February, as Gigli
was likely to have known, Henry VIII was considering writing his attack on
Luther, published the followingJuly as  Amrtz'o  :m‘m  moramentomm.m On receiv-
ing his congée Gigli was taken ill (probably a  stroke) before his replacement
reached Rome, and he died there on 18 April, being buried the next day in
the churchof the English Hospice where he had interred his  cousin  Giovanni.”a
On 11 May 1521the pope  authorised  Gigli’s heirs to transfer his remains to
the  church  of S. Michele, Lucca.129 There, in a chapel  dedicated  to S. Silvestro
that Gigli had founded, an impressive tomb was erected, sculpted by Baccio
dj  Montelupo  and his son Raffaello. All that remains of his tomb today is the
relief of the  Madonna  and Child (fig. 3), though  in 1618 it was still intact.130
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